LED 3535 Suspended/Surface Linear Light
Sleek high brightness square profile 3535
suspended or surface-mount LED lighting
Perfect for iluminating offices, public spaces,
signage and other areas requiring bright lighting.
Lumicrest's 3535 LED linear luminaires provide
bright, uniform lighting with a clean crisp profile
design with an anodized aluminum finish.
It's called 3535
because the profile
is 35mm square.

SIMPLE INSTALLATION

POWER SUPPLY OPTIONS

40 watt plug-in
Aircraft cable suspension
system (2 included)

Slides along slot in top of
light for easy positioning

Suspension height easily
adjusted at ceiling end

Lumicrest’s sleek and elegant LED linear lights are available in custom lengths from 20” to
8 feet (50cm-250 cm). The LED lights inside the fixture are powered by low-voltage 24 volts
DC, and are powered by a remote-mounted power supply unit via low-voltage wire. All
power supplies are class 2, cULus certified units that meet North American safety regulations.

60 watt plug-in

Choose from a wide selection of LEDs with intensities up to 3,300 lumens/m. in a range of
colour temperatures from 2,700K to 4,000K.
For example, a 48” linear light with brightest LEDs installed would have over 4,100 lumens
of LEDs inside.
Comes complete with surface mounting clips or aircraft-cable suspension wires. Standard
suspension wire length is 10 feet (3 meters) Longer wires are available upon request.

60 watt hardwire

May be dimmed with optional PWM dimmers, or standard wall dimmers (Lutron etc.)
depending on your choice of power supply.
units

Light Dimensions (not including power supply)

imperial
metric

1.35” x 1.35” x length (up to 98.5”) & can be joined to make longer units
35mm x 35mm x length (up to 2.5 meters) & can be joined to make longer units
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60-100 watt AC dimmable
hardwire
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